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ShibataFenderTeam is the leading global fender manufacturer, headquartered in Germany, with regional offices in the US,  
Malaysia, Spain and The Netherlands, and a production facility in Germany. We are a specialist for customized fender solutions 
protecting vessels, port infrastructure and people. A strong focus lies on in-house engineering and manufacturing to offer high-
quality products at competitive prices. With the full range of marine rubber and foam fender products, we are a key player in 
the industry. After many years of experience we have gained a reputation as a dependable partner in the international maritime 
industry.

In our Headquarters in Hamburg, Germany, we are looking for a proactive candidate as

TRAINEE  
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION WITH THE HSBA (M/F/D) 
(Start October 2023)

(Start October 2023)DESCRIPTION
We are looking for an ambitious applicant who is interested in studying Business Administration in cooperation with the  
“Hamburg School of Business (HSBA)” starting in October 2023. If you would like to be trained by a motivated and dedicated 
team and are interested in working for an internationally operating and well established company, you are herewith invited to 
submit your application.  

The training process in our company will extensively guide you through all relevant departments of our Headquarters in  
Hamburg such as sales, purchasing, contract administration, marketing, controlling and accounting. You have the chance to be 
involved in exciting projects such as preparing quotations for large international infrastructure projects and work with clients 
on a daily basis, be involved in cost saving projects or engage in our social media channels. 

The academic part of your studies is organized by the HSBA based in the city center of Hamburg.

Our trainees are responsible individuals who aim to be an integral part of our team and enjoy to be given responsibility for 
handling projects on their own, guided by skilled colleagues. 

Our network of offices around the world give you the opportunity to study and work abroad, already during the traineeship. 

OUR REQUIREMENTS
  Fluent in German, good oral and writing skills in English

  Open minded, pro-active and career ambitious  

  Interested in engineered products and international trade

It is our company policy to offer jobs with excellent  
career perspectives to each successful and qualified graduate. 

CONTACT. 
If you are interested in this trainee programm, 
please send your application to Claudia Cohrt  
(HR Assistant) at  

c.cohrt@sft.group

ShibataFenderTeam AG
Claudia Cohrt 
Tarpen 40, Building 1b, 22419 Hamburg
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